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ABSTRACT:

Using synthetic aperture radar (SAR) interferometry to monitor long-term millimeter-level
deformation of urban infrastructures, such as individual buildings and bridges, is an emerging and
important field in remote sensing. In the state-of-the-art, deformation parameters are retrieved and
monitored on a pixel-basis solely in the SAR image domain. But the inevitable side-looking
imaging geometry of SAR results in undesired occlusion and layover in urban area, rendering the
current method less competent for a semantic-level monitoring of different urban infrastructures.
This paper presents a framework of a semantic-level deformation monitoring by linking the precise
deformation estimates of SAR interferometry and the semantic classification labels of optical
images via a 3-D geometric fusion and semantic texturing. The proposed approach provides the first
“SARptical” point cloud of an urban area, which is the TomoSAR point cloud textured with
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attributes from optical images. This opens a new perspective of InSAR deformation monitoring.
Interesting examples on bridge and railway monitoring are demonstrated.

1. INTRODUCTION
Monitoring long-term millimeter-level deformation of urban infrastructures is an important field in
remote sensing. Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) interferometry is so far the only imaging-based
method to assess the deformation in such accuracy. Credited to the launch of meter-resolution
spaceborne SAR sensors [1], as well as the development of multipass interferometric SAR (InSAR)
techniques such as persistent scatterer interferometry (PSI) and SAR tomography (TomoSAR), it is
now also feasible to monitor individual buildings over a large area in high detail.
The state-of-the-art of multipass InSAR mainly leans towards the optimal parameters retrieval on a
pixel-basis, i.e. the estimation of the 3-D position and the deformation parameters of scatterers.
Moreover, the inevitable SAR side-looking imaging geometry results in undesired occlusion and
layover especially in urban areas [2], rendering the SAR images difficult to interpret. For example,
Figure 1 shows a comparison of the optical and SAR images of a same area (Potsdamer Platz,
Berlin). The rich details in the optical image are buried underneath the strong reflection of the
façade in the SAR image, i.e. superposition of the reflections from multiple sources in one pixel.
This renders the current approach of pixel-based deformation analysis and manual identification of
the region of interest less competent for understanding the semantics of the object being analyzed.
Only until recently, the first investigation of semantic-level urban deformation analysis in InSAR
has been presented in [3], [4].
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2. METHDOLOGY OVERVIEW
The general framework of the proposed approach is shown in Figure 2. The framework applies to a
stack of SAR images and a pair of (or more) optical images. The focus of this paper is put on
linking the attributes from optical image to the SAR image by 3-D matching and projection. The
basic idea is to match the 3-D models derived from SAR and optical images respectively. As a
result, the 2-D SAR and optical images will also be matched. Only then, the following semantic
label texturing and joint deformation analysis can be conducted. The detailed procedures of the
proposed framework are as follows.
1. 3-D reconstructions
a. Retrieve the 3-D positions and deformation parameters of the scatterers from the SAR
image stacks. Since urban area is of our main interest, tomographic SAR inversion
(TomoSAR), including SAR tomography and differential SAR tomography, is employed
in order to resolve a substantial amount of layovered scatterers.
TomoSAR is the most computationally expensive step in the framework. In addition,
TomoSAR and other multipass InSAR algorithms typically requires a fairly large SAR
image stack (>20 images). The computational and image resource are the main
limitation for this step.
b. Retrieve the 3-D positions of points from the optical images using stereo matching with
structure from motion (SfM) if necessary. For covering large urban area, aerial or
spaceborne images are preferred. This step also calibrates the camera parameters.
Stereo matching and SfM are well studied topics. Many matured algorithms and
software are readily available.
2. 3-D matching: Co-register the TomoSAR point cloud and the optical point cloud.
The main challenges present in this step are the different modalities of optical and TomoSAR

point clouds, i.e. nadir-looking and side-looking, as well as the relatively large anisotropic noise
in the TomoSAR point cloud. However, considering the large amount of points compared to the
few co-registration parameters to be estimated, the co-registration accuracy is expected to be
high enough for the following steps.
If only a single optical image is available, which means no optical point cloud can be
reconstructed, one can try to match higher level features of the 2-D optical image with the 3-D
InSAR point cloud, e.g. matching 2-D and 3-D lines [5]. However, this has not been
implemented in the proposed framework.
3. Optical image classification: applying semantic classification to the optical images.
This part is not the focus of this paper. Depending on the application, different classification
algorithms can be applied.
4. Semantic texturing: Texture the InSAR point cloud with the attributes derived from optical
images, e.g. RGB color, semantic classification label, etc.
The main challenge of this step is to project the optical image to TomoSAR point cloud without
explicit 3-D surface reconstruction in the TomoSAR point cloud. Therefore, we choose pointbased rendering technique.
The main limitation of this step is the relatively poor positioning accuracy (1 to 10m) of
spaceborne TomoSAR point cloud. This error will directly translate to the projection accuracy
of the TomoSAR points in optical image.
5. Deformation analysis: Perform further analysis on semantic-level in the InSAR point cloud
based on their semantic class.
The main bottleneck of this step remains at the positioning accuracy of TomoSAR points, which
limits the joint deformation analysis to be at an object level instead of at a point level.
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where g   N is the observation vector, R   N  L is the so-called steering matrix which is a
discrete Fourier transform according to n and the discretization level L in the elevation direction,
and ε  is the noise assumed to be complex circular Gaussian distributed. The discretization
N

level L is usually much larger than the number of images N. Therefore, equation (2) is often
underdetermined, and can be even ill-posed due to the irregularity and small span of the baseline.
Hence, regularization is required. The Tikhonov regularization of the estimator is equivalent to the
maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator with white noise and white prior, which is usually realized
using singular value decomposition-based methods [8], [10].
From the reconstructed reflectivity profile, multiple scatterers can be separated, and hence the full
3-D (range, azimuth, and elevation) reflectivity distribution is obtained. The motion of scatterers
can also be modelled and estimated by introducing new dimensions into the TomoSAR system
model attributing to the motion of the scatterers [6]. For a motion model with M parameters, the
extended TomoSAR system model is a M+1 dimensional discrete Fourier transform [12]:
gn 
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where p1 , , pM are the M motion dimensions, and P1  s  , PM  s  are the motion dimensions as
functions of the elevation s. 1,n , , M ,n are the M motion models, e.g.  n  2tn  for linear
motion model and n  2sin  2  tn  t0    for seasonal motion model, with tn being the
acquisition time in unit of year of the nth image w.r.t. the master image, and t0 the initial offset also
in unit of year.

3.2 Multi-view 3-D Reconstruction from Optical Images
Dense 3-D reconstruction from optical images is a classical topic in photogrammetry that is usually
carried out by stereo matching. On the other hand, many algorithms were developed over the last
decade to exploit the available unstructured image data. At the core of all algorithms are local
image features which are matched to each other among the set of captured images. These relations
allow recovering both, the camera motion (camera parameters) and the scene structure (3-D
geometry), which is why these algorithms are referred to as Structure-from-Motion (SfM) [13]–[17].
Tremendous progress has been made and led to impressive results, even modelling whole cities
from optical images only [13]–[15]. In the state-of-the-art, SfM is typically followed by a dense
reconstructions step, e.g. semi-global matching [18], for 3-D reconstruction of urban area.
The principle of SfM is shown in Figure 4. If all the red dots in the image are known to correspond
to the same 3-D point, given its 3-D position and the cameras parameters, one can predict its
positions in the images. Consequently, one can estimate its 3-D position and the cameras parameters
by adjusting their values so that the difference between the predicted positions of the 3-D points in
the images w.r.t. the observed ones is minimized. For example, Camera C has a large reprojection
error; hence, the 3-D point estimates and the camera parameters should be adjusted accordingly.
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Sometimes, the camera radial and tangential distortions should also be taken into account, and
should be estimated [16], [19].
3.3 Optical and SAR Images Co-registration
Geometric co-registration is the basis of many higher level fusion algorithms. The current
techniques are mostly based on matching of 2-D spatial features, e.g. contours, edges, templates,
etc. [20]–[25]. They are good for large scale analysis, but not applicable for the analysis of
individual building, especially for high resolution data.
Therefore, for the co-registration of optical and SAR images of urban area including many studies
of their joint analysis, a precise 3-D model is crucial. For example, [26] used 3-D model
reconstructed from photogrammetric measurements; [27] used precise airborne light detection and
ranging (LiDAR) point cloud; and [28] used PS point cloud retrieved from tens of high resolution
TerraSAR-X spotlight images. Without a precise 3-D model, one needs to assume a strict prior [29],
such as rectangle footprint etc.
Considering the complex 3-D topography of urban area, there has not been an effective algorithm of
matching SAR and optical image yet. The method presented in this paper transform the 2-D images
matching to 3-D point clouds co-registration. Handful of papers have explained the co-registration
of very high resolution InSAR point clouds [30], [31]. In a broader context of 3-D point clouds coregistration, one of the most successfully methods is the iterative closest point (ICP) [32]. As its
name implies, ICP solves the following equation at each iteration:

Rˆ , tˆ  arg min  x  Rp  t
R ,t
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2
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where R and t are the rotation matrix and the translation vector, and xi and pi are the respective
corresponding points in the reference (optical) and target point clouds (TomoSAR). Considering the

anisotropic noises in the point clouds, [33], [34] take into account the covariance matrix Cε ε of the
i i
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4. CO-REGISTRATION OF TOMOSAR AND OPTICAL POINT CLOUDS
The 2-D SAR and optical image matching is transferred to 3-D point clouds matching. Any InSAR
methods, including TomoSAR, deliver relative estimates with respect to a reference point whose
height is usually unknown. Such differential measurement is always performed in multipass InSAR
processing in order to mitigate some common error in each image, e.g. atmospheric effect or orbit
errors. As a consequence, while being geo-coded into Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)
coordinate, the TomoSAR point cloud is shifted from its true position by an unknown amount due
to the unknown height of the reference point. The co-registration is then the estimation of the
translation between two rigid point clouds, subject to a certain tolerance on rotation and scaling. A
good matching is the key to find the camera position w.r.t. the SAR image.
Considering the different image characteristics of side-looking SAR and nadir-looking aerial
images used in our experiment, such co-registration problem can be generalized to the matching of
side-looking and nadir-looking point clouds. The following issues must be taken into account:


Due to the nadir-looking geometry of the optical images, façade points barely appear in the
optical point cloud while they are prominent in the TomoSAR point cloud. This difference is
exemplified in Figure 5, where the left and the right subfigures correspond to the TomoSAR and
the optical point clouds of a same area in Berlin, respectively.



The noise of the TomoSAR point cloud is extremely anisotropic. The Cramér–Rao lower bound
(CRLB) of the elevation estimate for pixels of high signal-to-noise-ratio is [1], [8]

 ŝ 

R
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Figure 5. (a) TomoS
SAR point cloud of hiigh-rise bu
uildings, an
nd (b) the ooptical poin
nt cloud off
the same aarea. Pointts are colorr-coded byy height. Bu
uilding façades are allmost invissible in thee
optical point cloud, while
w
they are promin
nent in thee TomoSAR
R point clouud. The coordinate iss
UTM.
4.1 Co-reggistration algorithm
a
Typical pooint cloud coo-registratio
on problem employs IC
CP algorithm
m. Howeveer, ICP requ
uires a goodd
initial aliggnment. Thee unique modalities
m
off optical an
nd TomoSA
AR point cllouds have driven ourr
algorithm tto be develooped in the following w
way:

1

Edge extraction
a. The optical point cloud is rasterized into a 2-D height image.
b. The point density of TomoSAR point cloud is estimated on the rasterized 2-D grid.
c. The edges in the optical height image and in the TomoSAR point density image are
detected. These edges both correspond to the façade locations in the point clouds.

2

Initial alignment
a. Horizontally by cross-correlating the two edge images.
b. Vertically by cross-correlating the height histogram of the two point clouds.

3

Refined solution
a. The façade points in the TomoSAR point clouds are removed, because the optical point
cloud contains nearly no façade point.
b. To refine the co-registration of the two point clouds, an anisotropic ICP (AICP) with
robustly estimated covariance matrices was applied. The covariance is estimated using a
robust M-estimator.

2-D Edge Extraction
The rasterized optical height image and TomoSAR point density image are produced by computing
the mean height and counting the number of points, inside each grid cell, respectively. The edges
can be extracted from these two images using an edge detector, such as Sobel filter [38]. The
thresholds in the edge detector are decided adaptively, so that the numbers of edge pixels in the two
edge images are on the same order. Figure 6 is a comparison of the binary edge images of
TomoSAR and optical point clouds. These edges correspond to the position of façades.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. ((a) An exam
mple of thee binary ed
dge image of
o the TomoSAR poinnt cloud in downtown
n
Berlin, and (b) the ed
dge image of
o the opticcal point clo
oud at the same area..
Coarse Allignment
The coarsee alignmentt provides an
a initial soolution to the
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wn to sufferr
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m
The
T coarse aalignment in
n the horizon
ntal and thee vertical dirrections aree
carried outt independently. The ho
orizontal shhift is found
d by cross-correlating th
the binary edge imagess
of the two point cloudds. The larg
ger the areaa, the more prominent and unambbiguous the correlationn
peak will bbe. Figure 7 shows th
he 2-D corrrelation of two
t
edge im
mages, wheere a singlee prominentt
peak is fouund. The verrtical shift is
i found by cross-correelating the height
h
histoggrams of th
he two pointt
clouds, whhich is show
wn in Figurre 8. The aaccuracy off the coarse shift is off course lim
mited by thee
discretizatiion level inn the edge im
mage and tthe height histogram.
h
Nevertheles
N
ss, this is su
ufficient forr
our applicaation.

Figure 7. 22D cross-correlation of the edgee images off TomoSAR
R and optiical point clouds.
c
Thee
larger thee area of the edge im
mages, the more prom
minent and
d unambigguous the correlation
c
n
peak will b
be. For thee size of an entire city,, a single prrominent peak
p
can ussually be fo
ound.

(a))
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(c)

Figure 8. (a) The height histog
gram of thee TomoSAR
R point clo
oud, (b) thee height hisstogram off
the opticaal point clou
ud, and (c)) the correelation of (a
a) and (b), where thee red cross marks thee
peak posittion indicatting the verrtical shift.

Robust Anisotropic ICP
The final solution is obtained using an anisotropic ICP algorithm based on the coarse alignment.
The key of the anisotropic ICP lies on the covariance matrix Cεiεi of each point pair xi (optical) and
pi (TomoSAR). Assuming the noise of optical point cloud is not correlated with that of the
TomoSAR point cloud, Cε ε can be computed by [33]
i i

Cεiεi  RCpipi RT  Cxixi

(9)

where C p p and C x x are the covariance matrix of the TomoSAR and the optical points,
i i

i i

respectively.
As mentioned before, the dynamic range of the SNR of TomoSAR points is very high. In particular,
closely space pixels may have dramatic SNR difference. This renders their positioning error
distribution non-ergodic when selected for covariance estimation. To this end, a robust estimation
of the covariance matrix — a topic has not been addressed in any previous ICP algorithms — is
necessary.
To this end, we introduce an M-estimator [39] to robustly estimate the covariance matrix. Given a
set of M samples X   x1 , x 2 ...   , M-estimator is an iteratively re-weighted sample covariance
matrix [40]–[42],
ˆ  1
C
k
M

 w  ε Cˆ
M

i 1

T
i
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k 1 i



ε ε iεTi
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where k is the iteration index, εi  xi  xˆ with x̂ being the estimated sample mean, and w  x  is a
robust weighting function. The weighting function downweights heavily deviated samples whose

ˆ 1ε is large. We choose the t-distribution weighting function which can
whitened residual εTi C
k i
handle heavily tailed distributions [41]:

w x 

3 
 x

(11)

where   is the degree of freedom (DoF) of the t-distribution. The lower the  , the more robust


but less efficient (under Gaussian distributed noise) of the estimator, and vice versa.  is typically
set to 2~5.

5. TOMOSAR POINT CLOUD TEXTURING
Texturing the TomoSAR point cloud is the step to link the semantics from the optical images to the
deformation parameters of the TomoSAR point cloud, which can only be done upon obtaining the
position and the orientation of the cameras w.r.t. the TomoSAR point cloud. This is equivalent to
solving the visibility/occlusion problem given a camera viewpoint. Figure 9 illustrates the occlusion
of TomoSAR points where certain points are only visible to certain images.
For solving the occlusion in a spaceborne TomoSAR point cloud, the following two issues should
be taken into consideration.


Typically, solving the occlusion of a point cloud requires reconstructing the 3-D surface and
testing the depth of each point. This is known as the z-buffer algorithm. But reconstructing a
reliable 3-D surface from TomoSAR point cloud still remains a challenging task, although there
are some pioneer works on reconstructing façades and roofs [43]–[45]. Therefore, the employed
technique should avoid surface reconstruction.



Secondly, one point can be visible from multiple images. Strategy should be developed to
choose the appropriate textures from multiple optical images. The textured point cloud should
be visually consistent.

Camera B
Cameraa A

Figure 9. Illustration
n of TomoSAR pointt cloud textturing. Thee red dots represent TomoSAR
R
he leftmost point is on
nly visible tto Camera A, wherea
as the rightt ones are only
o
visiblee
points. Th
to Cameraa B.
5.1 Point-b
based Rend
dering
Hidden point removall (HPR) opeerator was iintroduced in
i [46], whiich is an eleegant solution to avoidd
reconstructting surfacee or even surface norm
mal in solving the occclusion probblem. HPR inverts thee
point cloudd using certtain functio
ons, so that all the visiible points will
w lie on tthe convex hull of thee
inverted point cloud. And hence, finding tthe visible points becomes equivvalent to co
ompute thee
convex hulll of the invverted point cloud.
The most common innverting fu
unction is tthe spherica
al flipping. Given a ppoint x , th
he sphericall
flipping fuunction is deefined as folllows [46]:
xˆ  f  x   x  2  r  x



x
x
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mensional spphere. Figu
ure 10 illusttrates the trransformatio
on functionn
where r is radius of a multi-dim
and HPR in 2-D. The blue dots are
a the origiinal noisy point
p
cloud. And the reed dots are the
t invertedd

one given the cameraa viewpointt O. The boottom of th
he blue poin
nt cloud is visible to the
t camera..
After inverrsion, these points lie closely
c
to thhe convex hu
ull of the in
nverted poinnt cloud.

Figure 100. The imprroved hiddeen point reemoval operrator. The blue dots aare the orig
ginal point
cloud. Som
me noise waas added to
o indicate tthe noise off the input TomoSAR
T
point cloud. And the
red dots aare the inveerted pointt cloud giveen the cameera viewpoint O. The visible poin
nts will lie
closely to the convvex hull. Co
onsidering the noise of
o the point cloud, the visibility potential
p
givves a soft th
hreshold to the point vvisibility. d is the point to convexx hull distan
nce.
However, aas mentioneed in [47], the
t original HPR performs poorly in presencee of noise. Considering
C
g
the much llarger noisee in the spaaceborne ToomoSAR po
oint cloud than
t
in a tyypical comp
puter visionn
problem, thhe HPR is not
n directly applicable.
[47] suggeested to incllude a bufffer zone aroound the co
onvex hull, so that all tthe point in
n the bufferr
zone can bbe marked as visible. Inspired bby this, we introduced a visibilityy potential which is a
Gaussian ffunction of the
t point-to-convex huull distance d:
d
 d2 
ˆ
p  x   exp   2 
 2 xˆ 

(13))

where  xˆ is the norm of the total noise standard deviations (all three directions) in the inverted
point cloud.  xˆ is related to original point cloud. Consider the very anisotropic noise of TomoSAR
point cloud, we define the standard deviation in the native SAR coordinate range, azimuth, and
elevation being  

k  , where k  1 . As mentioned in Chapter 4, this factor is about 10 to

100. Hence, the noise in range and azimuth can be neglected. Transforming to UTM coordinate, the
standard deviation for east (x), north (y), and up (z) is approximately  k

2 

k

2 

(assuming a near polar orbit, and 45° of incidence angle). The maximum  xˆ is derived to be:

 xˆ 

4rk
 k
x min  k

(14)

where x min is the minimum distance of the original point cloud to the viewpoint.
5.2 Consistency Check
Many points are visible to multiple images. Selecting the most appropriate image for texturing
should consider the visual consistency of the textured point cloud, as well as the optical quality of
the texture, since pixels located far away from the center of an image often have oblique angle with
poor resolution.
We use the information of the neighbouring points to check the consistency of the texturing, so that
closely spaced points will select texture from a same optical image. Firstly, for each point, a score
similar to [5] is obtained w.r.t. each image as follows:
c j  p jd j

(15)

where j is the image index, p j is the visibility potential (equation (13)), and d j is the inverse of the
distance to the viewpoint of camera j. d j can be regarded as the resolution of the image at the point.

Equation (15) basically favors image with greater visibility and shorter distance. The image with the
largest score is selected as the initial texture source image.
Secondly, to decide the final texture source image for each point, we search the k nearest neighbors
of each point, and perform a weighted multi-class majority voting. The weight is a Gaussian kernel
as a function of the distance of the neighbor points to the center point. Largest weight is assigned to
the point itself, and lower weights are assigned to the points further away. The image with the
highest votes is selected as the final texture source.

6. PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATION
This section demonstrates the proposed framework by examples of railway and bridge monitoring,
which are important ground infrastructures that require systematic monitoring. Monitoring large
façades is also a potential application, given oblique aerial images which are unfortunately not
available in this study.
6.1 Datasets
SAR
The SAR datasets consist of two stacks of TerraSAR-X high resolution spotlight images of Berlin
with spatial resolution of about 1m. The two image stacks were acquired from Feb. 2008 to Mar.
2013 with about 100 images each. They were acquired at ascending and descending orbits
respectively, which provide a full coverage of the whole city. More information of the two SAR
image stacks can be found in Table 1.
Table 1. Information of the SAR image stacks

Beam

Orbit

Incidence angle

No. of images

Temporal span

Baseline span

42

Descending

36°

109

5.3 year

363m

57

Ascending

42°

102

5.3 year

840m

Optical

The optical images are 9 UltraCam aerial images of Berlin acquired in March 2014 at an altitude of
about 4000 m. The ground spacing is approximately 20cm per pixel. The camera positions and
orientations are measured by onboard GPS and inertial measurement unit. After SfM adjustment,
their standard deviations are about 5cm and 5×10-4 degree, respectively.
6.2 3-D Reconstructions
TomoSAR
The InSAR stacking was performed by the German Aerospace Center (DLR)’s IWAP processor—
the integrated wide area processor [48] based on its predecessor PSI-GENESIS [49]. The
atmospheric phase correction and the following D-TomoSAR processing was performed by TomoGENESIS [50], [51] ‒ a TomoSAR software of the DLR for large urban areas monitoring. It is
developed based on the work of [8], [9], [12], [51]–[53]. It delivers a 5-D point cloud – 3-D position
plus linear deformation rate and amplitude of seasonal motion - from a stack of SAR images of
urban area.
Figure 11 is the TomoSAR point clouds from the two image stacks reconstructed by the SVDWiener [8] (Fourier-based) algorithm in the Tomo-GENESIS. The two point clouds are coregistered using a feature-based matching algorithm which estimates and matches common building
edges in the two point clouds [31]. The combined TomoSAR point cloud has about 40 million
points. The point density is about 106/km2 which is even comparable to some LiDAR product. It
enables the retrieval of the features of individual building. Behind each of these points, the linear
deformation rate and the amplitude of seasonal deformation were also estimated.

Figure 11. The fussed TomoSAR point ccloud of Beerlin, which
h combines the result from an
ascendin
ng stack and a descend
ding stack.. The heigh
ht is color-coded. The coordinatee is UTM.
Optical
The 3-D reeconstructioon in opticall images waas carried ou
ut by the co
ommercial ssoftware Pix
x4D [54]. Itt
calibrates tthe camera model, as well
w as the positions and
a orientattions of the cameras. Figure
F
12 iss
the reconsttructed 3-D
D optical poiint cloud shhowing the identical area as that inn Figure 11
1. The pointt
cloud conttains 35 miillion pointss. Howeverr, basically no façade point exist which con
ntradicts thee
rich façadee points in thhe TomoSA
AR point clooud.

Figure 12.. Optical pooint cloud of Berlin rreconstructed using sttructure froom motion and densee
matching. The heigh
ht is color-coded. Thee colorbar and area are identiccal to Figure 11. Thee
coordinatee is UTM.
6.3 Point C
Clouds Acccuracies
TomoSAR
R point clou
ud
InSAR methods, like TomoSAR,
T
always proovide relativve estimatess, i.e. positiooning and deformation
d
n
he relative positioning
p
accuracy, i.e.,
i
relativee
estimates aare referredd to a selectted referencce point. Th
to the refeerence poinnt, depends on the SN
NR and thee number of images (eequation (8
8)). For thee
TomoSAR
R point clouuds in this paper,
p
the aaccuracy raanges from 4m to 4cm
m, which corrrespond too
SNR of -100dB to 10dB
B.
Absolute T
TomoSAR/IInSAR, also
o referred too as geodettic TomoSA
AR/InSAR, is still a very new andd
open reseaarch topic [555]. Prelimiinary studyy on several manually selected
s
poiints with an
n extremelyy
high SNR suggests a positioning
p
accuracy off up to 20cm
m [55], [56]].
Optical pooint cloud

The globall localizatioon accuracy of the optiical point clloud is giveen by the acccuracy of the
t exteriorr
-4
parameterss of the cam
mera, which
h are about 5cm in position and 5×10
5
degrree in orien
ntation afterr

adjustmentt. This transslates to abo
out 10cm at 4000m altiitude where the imagess were taken
n.
The relativve accuracyy of the optical point cloud depeends on thee stereo maatching algo
orithm, e.g..
semi-globaal matchingg. Since we used a com
mmercial so
oftware, the algorithm behind it iss unknown..
But at the best, the standard dev
viation of thhe 84 grou
und control points is 3ccm. Also by
b checkingg
some flat ssurfaces in the
t optical point
p
cloud,, the accuraccy in heightt is about 200cm.
6.4 Point C
Clouds Co--registratio
on
Since the ooptical poinnt cloud is quite
q
accuratte, and grou
und control points weree used, the scaling andd
rotation arre thereforee not consiidered in thhe co-regisstration. Fig
gure 13(a) demonstrattes the co-registered ppoint cloudd combining
g the opticall and two TomoSAR
T
point cloudss. The figuree shows thee
identical aarea as that in Figure 11
1 and Figuure 12. Succcessful co--registrationn can be co
onfirmed byy
seeing the correct locaation of thee façade poiints in Figurre 13(b) wh
hich shows a close-up view of thee
matched pooint cloud with
w differeent colors reepresenting different point clouds . The groun
nd points inn
Figure 13(bb) were rem
moved for a better visuaalization.

(a)

(b)
Figure 13. (a) The fused
f
pointt cloud com
mbining th
he optical point
p
cloudd and two TomoSAR
R
uds from ascending
a
and
a descen
nding viewiing angle. The heightt is color-ccoded. Thee
point clou
colorbar aand the areea are iden
ntical to th
hose in Fig
gure 11 and
d Figure 122, and (b) a close up
p
view of th
he co-regisstered poin
nt cloud in
n Berlin Potsdamer
P
Platz, whhere green, red, bluee
represent the pointts from optical,
o
as cending and
a
descen
nding Tom
moSAR po
oint cloud,,
respectiveely. The groound pointss were rem
moved for a better visu
ualization.
As no grouund truth off the co-regiistration of the optical and TomoS
SAR point cclouds is av
vailable, wee
used a sim
mulation to assess
a
the peerformance of the robu
ust AICP. A LiDAR pooint cloud off a buildingg
in Berlin aabout 10,0000 points wiith centimetter accuracy
y was used as the refeerence pointt cloud, i.e..
optical point cloud. We simulaated non-errgodic noisee for the reference
r
ppoint cloud with SNR
R
t 10dB, which
w
well ssimulated th
he noise in the TomoSSAR point cloud. Thee
distributedd from -10 to
noisy LiDA
AR point clloud is then
n translated to simulatee the target point cloudd, i.e. Tomo
oSAR pointt
cloud. Figuure 14 show
ws the origin
nal and the nnoisy LiDA
AR point clo
ouds.

(a)

(b)

Figuree 14. (a) oriiginal LiDA
AR point clloud with centimeter
c
accuracy, aand (b) sim
mulated
ToomoSAR point
p
cloud by adding non-ergod
dic noise to the LiDAR
R point clou
ud.
Figure 15 compares thhe translatio
on error of the originaal ICP, the AICP,
A
and A
AICP with M-estimatee
of covariannce matrix (MAICP)
(
at
a each iteraation. All th
hree algorith
hms convergge. Comparrison showss
that MAIP
PC outperfoorms the oth
her methodss in terms of
o co-registtration accuuracy and convergencee
rate. In theeory, AICP should also outperforrm ICP. Bu
ut the incorrrect covariaance matrix
x estimationn
due to nonn-ergodic nooise leads to
o its worse pperformancee than the original
o
ICPP. This implies a robustt
estimation of the covvariance maatrices is neecessary in
n such case. The samee experimen
nt was alsoo
performed on several other typical benchmaark point clo
ouds, such as
a the Stanfford bunny. Consistentt
results werre obtained.
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Figure 15. Comparison of the translation error of original ICP, anisotropic ICP, and
anisotropic ICP with robust covariance matrix estimate (M-estimate) at each iteration of the
algorithms. The scale is log10 [m]. The right subfigure is a close up view of iteration 60 to 65.
6.5 TomoSAR Point Cloud Texturing
By applying the texturing algorithm, Figure 16 shows the first meter-resolution spaceborne
TomoSAR point cloud of an urban area textured with optical color. The subfigure (b) and (c) are
zoom in to the Berlin central station and the high-rise building of Universitätsmedizin Berlin which
are indicated by the red arrows in subfigure (a). The black parts are where no TomoSAR point was
reconstructed. The proposed framework successfully projects optical images to urban TomoSAR
point cloud, including points on large façades, as well as points on ground objects.
On the other hand, it is also possible to project the 2-D optical image to the 2-D SAR image
geometry. Figure 17 shows the SAR amplitude image and the optical image projected in SAR
range-azimuth geometry. This is also the first high resolution urban optical image projected in SAR
geometry. The Berlin central station and the hospital are also indicated by the red arrows in Figure
17.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 16.. (a) First TomoSAR
T
point cloud
d textured with optica
al image, aand (b) zoom
m in to thee
Berlin cen
ntral station
n, and (c) zoom
z
in to the high-riise building
g of Univerrsitätsmediizin Berlin..
The coord
dinate is 3-D
D UTM. The proposeed framewo
ork successsfully projeects opticall images too
urban Tom
moSAR pooint cloud, including p
points on large
l
façad
des, as welll as points on ground
d
objects.

Range

Ran
nge

(a)

(b)

Figure 17. (a) the SAR
S
amplittude imagee, and (b) th
he optical im
mage in SA
AR image geometry.
g
S
azimu
uth and ran
nge coordin
nate. The reed arrows iindicate thee locations
Both imagges are in SAR
of B
Berlin centrral station and the higgh-rise buillding of Un
niversitätsm
medizin Berrlin.
6.6 Opticaal Image Cllassification
n
The opticaal images weere classifieed patch-wiisely using the
t Bag of Words
W
(BoW
W) [57] meethod whichh
is a well-knnown technnique in the computer vvision comm
munity. As this
t is not thhe focus of this article,,
the readerss are kindlyy referred to
o the originnal literaturee for more informationn. For the deformation
d
n
analysis inn this paperr, we classified the raailway and the river class,
c
sincee we found interestingg
deformatioon pattern on
o the railw
way and briddges. Classification on
n large façaades is also a potentiall
applicationn, which of course requ
uires obliquee optical im
mages.

The classiification is supervised
d. Training patches were
w
manually selectedd for each class. Thee
classificatiion is done patch-wiseely in the laarge aerial image. Thee feature useed is simplly the RGB
B
value in a 3×3 slidingg window in
n the patch.. The classifier is a linear SVM [558] implem
mented in ann
open sourcce library VLFeat
V
[59]]. Figure 188(a) shows the classifi
fication resuult, where red
r is river,,
green is raailway, and blue is brid
dge. The briidge label iss derived by
y filling thee gap between the riverr
segments. Small clussters do ap
ppear as fallse alarm. But they can
c be easiily removeed by post-processingg. These labels can be projected
p
too the SAR image or thee TomoSAR
R point clou
ud, in orderr
to perform
m further annalysis. For example, F
Figure 18(b) is the raillway label (after post--processing,,
explained iin section 6.7)
6 projecteed to the SA
AR image geeometry identical to thaat of Figuree 17.

Range

(a))

(b)

Figure 18.. (a) River (red), railw
way (green)) and bridg
ge (blue) classified usiing the BoW
W method..
The blue label is derived by fiilling the ggap between the riverr segmentss, which ind
dicates thee
bridge loccations. Som
me false alarm appe ared as sm
mall clusterrs. They caan be remo
oved usingg
post-proceessing. (b)) The raillway labell (after po
ost-processing explaiined in seection 6.7))
projected to SAR im
mage geomettry which iis identical to that in Figure
F
17.

6.7 Railway Monitoring
Based on the classification, the corresponding points in the TomoSAR point cloud can be extracted
by projecting the classification label to the point cloud. A smooth spline function was fitted to the
east-north coordinates of the railway points to connect separated segments. For example, the
railway label is disconnected due to the presence of the Berlin central station. Figure 19(a) shows
the extracted continuous railway points overlaid on the optical image. The color shows the
amplitude of seasonal motion.
This motion is mostly caused by the thermal dilation of the steel railway because of the seasonal
temperature change. It can be observed that the railway deformation experiences certain periodic
discontinuity. It is suspected to be caused by the mechanical joints between different railway
segments.
For monitoring these discontinuities, the raw TomoSAR estimates are relatively noisy due to the
relative low SNR of some scatterers. To filter out the noise, a special prior was employed, i.e. the
thermal dilation of a steel beam is linearly proportional to its length at its first approximation [60].
That is to say, the railway deformation parameters is piecewise linear, and the scatterers on the
same cross-section of the railway undergo similar deformation. Therefore, the deformation
estimates can be filtered by minimizing its total generalized variation along the railway direction
(with second order derivative which favors piecewise linear structure):
2
1

fˆ  arg min  f  a 2   f 1 
f
2


(16)

where a is the deformation estimates along the 1-D railway direction (i.e. unfold the railway to a
straight line), f is the filtered version of a , and  f is the second order derivative of f . As shown

in literaturres of total generalized
d variation [61], [62],, the L1 norm of secoond order derivative
d
iss
convex andd lower sem
mi-continuou
us, one can solve it using convex optimization
o
n solvers.
The filtereed deformattion estimattes are show
wn in Figu
ure 19(b), in
n comparisoon with thee unfilteredd
estimates Figure 19((a). The no
oise has bbeen greatly
y reduced while the discontinuity is welll
preserved. To have a quantitativ
ve compariison, Figuree 20(a) plo
ots the origiinal (in blu
ue) and thee
denoised ((in red) defformation estimates ass a function
n of the 1-D
D railway ddirection. The
T originall
estimates have a staandard deviiation abouut 1~2 mm
m which co
oncealed soome edges where thee
magnitude of the defoormation is low.
l
The filltering successfully recconstructs thhe edges.
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Figure 19.. (a) the raailway poin
nts extracteed from th
he original TomoSAR
R point clou
ud, and (b))
the railwaay points filltered using total gen
neralized va
ariation. Th
he color shhows the am
mplitude off
seasonal m
motion due to the therrmal expan
nsion of the railway.

(a)

(b)
Figure 20. (a) the original and the filtered estimates of amplitude of seasonal deformation in
blue and red, respectively, and (b) peaks detected in the derivative of the filtered deformation
along the railway direction.
By detecting the peaks in the derivative of the deformation function, the location of the
discontinuities can be detected. Constraint was put on the minimum distance between two peaks
representing the minimum length of a railway segment. The detected peaks in the deformation's
derivative can be seen in Figure 20(b). The positions of the peaks on the railway are shown as the
green dots in Figure 21. Each green dot represents the midpoint of its railway cross-section. In the
middle subfigures of Figure 21, the close up view of the two joints in the optical image is provided.
As the optical image has limited resolution, we also provide a higher resolution one (7cm ground
spacing) in Figure 22. It can be clearly observed that the railway joint shown up as dark lines in the
optical image.
However, further investigation shows that such large mechanical joints only appear close to railway
stations. Visual inspection of the high resolution image of other parts of the railway does not find
obvious mechanical joints. Therefore, a more general cause of the discontinuities in the deformation
still requires further investigation.

Figure 21. Upper: the
t midpoin
nt of the deetected raillway joint cross-sectio
c
on marked in green,
and loweer: close up
p view of th
he railway jjoints. Thee backgroun
nd optical iimage has a ground
spaacing of 20ccm.

Figure 22. A higherr resolution
n image (77cm ground spacing) of the low
wer left su
ubfigure off
Figure 21..
6.8 Bridgees Monitoriing
By analyziing the gaps of the river segmentaation and assuming
a
the gaps are ccaused by bridges,
b
thee
bridges’ poositions cann be detected. Without going into too much detail,
d
the exxtracted bridges pointss
overlaid onn the opticaal image aree shown in Figure 23 where the color repressents the am
mplitude off
seasonal deeformation. The upper bridge beloongs to a seg
gment of th
he railway w
which is kno
own to havee
thermal exxpansion. Thhe middle bridge
b
underrgoes a 5mm
m seasonal motion on its west end and 2mm
m
at the east end. This suggests a more
m
rigid coonnection of
o the bridgee to the fouundation at its
i east end..
The two loower bridgess are stable according tto the motio
on estimatess.
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Figure 23. The amp
plitude of seasonal
s
m
motion of th
he bridges extracted from the TomoSAR
R
point cloud overlaid on the optiical image.
CONCLUSI
C
ION AND OUTLOOK
This paper presents the first joint
j
semanntic analysis of opticcal images and meterr-resolutionn
n urban areaa. Through a 3-D geom
metric fusionn of optical images andd
spacebornee InSAR pooint cloud in
InSAR pooint cloud, the attributtes from thhe optical image, e.g. color, sem
mantic labeels, can bee
projected tto the InSA
AR point clo
oud. We preesented the first urban
n “SARpticaal” image which
w
is thee
optical imaage projecteed to SAR im
mage geom
metry.
Experimennts show thhat a robustt estimationn of point covariance
c
matrix is m
mandatory in
i applyingg
anisotropicc ICP algoriithm to Tom
moSAR poiint cloud. Example
E
on railway moonitoring diiscovers thee
periodic deeformation pattern
p
alon
ng the railw
way in Berlin
n is caused by the mecchanical join
nts betweenn
railway seggments onlyy for severaal locations close to raiilway stations. No visibble mechan
nical joint iss
identified ffor other loccation, whicch leads to ssome furtheer investigattion of the ccause of defformation.

This work also opens some new perspectives in high resolution urban remote sensing. For example,
systematic monitoring of large façades, which requires high resolution oblique optical images and
the development of façade classification algorithm; and joint classification of high resolution
optical image and InSAR point cloud/SAR image, which can utilize InSAR attributes such as 3-D
position and deformation parameters as additional features in the classification. For all these
methods, the main challenge remains at the positioning accuracy of spaceborne InSAR point cloud,
which is in the order of 1 to 10 m for TerraSAR-X with its three imaging modes. Future work on
improving the positioning accuracy of TomoSAR, e.g. by exploiting joint sparsity [63] or object
based TomoSAR inversion [64], is the key in the joint analysis of high resolution urban optical and
SAR images.
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